Policy Issues That Affect YOU

- 4 byte ASNs
- Whois Cleanup
- IPv6 Policies
- Relaxed Transfer Policies
- Etc..
I’m Sure You are now Fretting

• Not to worry

• ARIN is membership based

• You can make a difference
Focus on two Policies

• Two 30 min sessions

• First Session: Focus on relaxed transfer policy and how it may impact operations, business, Internet, etc.

• Snack break

• Second Session: Focus on V6 policies and how it may impact the operations, business, Internet, etc.
Panelists

- Tom Daly, Dynamic Network Services
- Daniel Alexander, Comcast Cable
- Igor Gashinsky, Yahoo
- Kevin Oberman, ESnet
- Aaron Hughes, 6connect
Discussion – Relaxed Transfer Policy

- RFC2050 – does not mention purchasing space
- NRPM – Section 8.3 added based on policy proposal 2009.1
  
  - 8.3 allows the transfer (outside of merger or acquisition) of Internet number resource registration rights to an operator who can justify it
  
- Slippery slope to a market based economy for address space?